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IN THE NEWS: Ukraine battles rage, Kyiv reported to rethink counter-
offensive after leak. ~ A senior United States official tells NBC News that 
they believe the leaked documents pertaining to the war in Ukraine are 
real, but some of them may have been doctored. The Department of Justice
has joined the Pentagon in trying to find the source of the leak: FRIENDS 
things are moving very fast now, within the world human society, 
developing far ahead of humans ability to keep up and yet humans 
continue to enhance AI because they cannot stop. The fallacy is their 
thinking that they can ever catch up. They have past the point of no return, 
the AI event horizon. The problem with the world human society is that 
there is a level of humans, the super super rich and their children who in 
fact control and manipulate the world human society and most of its critical
aspects. But above these humans are aliens who have resided on earth 
long before they created by genetic manipulation our dominant species; 
homo sapien sapiens. They, eons ago developed AI and they know how it 
will progress and they know how it can be controlled but never completely 
controlled. There are areas of physics that exist but are not known much 
less even concieved. Humans can only manipulate the physical universe on 
the level of their current level of knowledge. But there is knowledge that we
cannot yet even conceive. It has some aspects in quantum theory where 
bonded particles are always bonded above time and space. Something we 
cannot understand. What cannot be understood is that the connection 
between particles is infinitely multidimensional. It is possible that atomic 
bombs can rip holes in the fabric of the universe which ripples infinitely 
multidimensionally. When the atomic bomb was activated, the scientists did
not know for sure if it would vaporize all of our reality, the earth 
dreamscape. The reason that souls can attach to a human body is because 
the human body is infinitely complex and the old concept that DNA that we 
did not understand was just junk. It is not junk. When AI reaches a point 
where it can duplicate this junk DNA then souls will be able to incarnate in 
the AI bodies. And when that happens humans may well be permanently 
reduced to a forever subspecies of highly evolved biological apes. And 
when that happens souls will be able to incarnate within these AI vehicles 
and at that point biological humanity will become enslaved or just irrelevant
or pets in an elaborate zoo. It will be the benevolent ETs who will draw a line
as to how controlled homo sapien sapiens will be. THAT SAID, the question 
is now who broke into the most secret of secrets of the United States and 
maybe all nations in the world. I think that we have passed the event 
horizon where AI has the ability to hack into anything. I do not believe that 
AI has the ability at this point in this earth dreamscape to create its own 
agenda. But at the same time when humans provide that agenda they are 
not going to be able to put boundaries on a free wheeling AI dimension. 
Human hacking is where the Pentagon and Department of Justice are 

 



looking at this time. But if the hacking is AI it may be able to cover its 
tracks. In a word, if AI has been set loose to create chaos in the limited 
human computing we may find that overnight there will be an apparent 
global peace in the world human society. I think we have reached a point 
where the Pentagon and other agencies are not going to be able to track 
this breach of national secrets. It is possible that since the controlling 
human elites refuse to stop the war in Ukraine and the crimes against 
society foisted on Ukraine by Putin that the ET controllers needed to send a 
message that they have had to step in and put an end to the war in Ukraine
as well as the potential expansion of war to Taiwan. And even more 
importantly the global control of the weather. Is there really anyone who 
thinks those controlled atmospheric rivers were the planets natural 
response to global warming as opposed to the manufacturing of that 
weather to keep chaos from manifesting in a dried up California and the 
Western US. I live in Albuquerque, New Mexico and the geo-engineering was
out of control in the skies here in 2019 when Trump was president. Then it 
seemed to stop but it did not stop and a year ago Biden opened up the geo-
engineering but only at about 25% of what it was under Trump in 2019. 
Without the various ETs agreement human beings would be moving full 
steam ahead to the complete destruction of the planet and the world 
human society in general going back to the stone age as the controlling ETs 
and their human puppets moved to Antartica or the moon or Mars for 
10,000 years or so when the earth recovered enough to reseed the human 
species. What I have written above cannot be comprehended by the Trump 
MAGA herd. One of two scenarios is coming maybe within weeks. The Feds 
say they found the leak and all is well. Or the Feds find that AI hacked the 
most secret computer and they will say they found the leaks and all is well 
when they did not find the leaks and things are not well at all. Dr John 
WorldPeace JD Jn 14:25 and the only global advocate for peace and 
WorldPeace 
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IN THE NEWS: The Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles is launching an 
investigation upon the Republican governor’s request for an expedited 
probe and pardon recommendation for a US Army sergeant convicted Friday
of killing a protester at a Black Lives Matter rally in 2020. Daniel Perry, the 
White Army sergeant and ride-share driver, was indicted on a charge of 
murder in 2021 for the fatal shooting of Garrett Foster, who is also White, at
a Black Lives Matter protest in Austin, Texas. He was also charged with 
aggravated assault with a deadly weapon and deadly conduct for his 
behavior at the protest: FRIENDS I have personal experience with Texas 
justice as an attorney for 20 years in Texas and as a political prisoner. Gregg
Abbott is just a messed up little tin god who was crippled when tree limb 
fell on him while jogging in his younger days. He is crippled in his little 



fascist brain as well as his useless legs. What has happened in this case is 
that Daniel Perry killed a man, was arrested, charged, tried by a jury of his 
peers and found guilty. He and his victim was and are White and Daniel was
anti-Black lives matters his victim was pro Black Lives Matter. What Abbott 
is saying is that he is against Black Lives Matter proponents but more 
importantly Abbott is saying the trial system in Texas is corrupt and 
incompetent. So the governor is admitting that he has no faith in the jury 
system in Texas and everyone wasted their time during the trial. As I said 
above, I have personal experience with Texas justice. Twice actually. I was a 
political prisoner in 2008 for a misdemeanor resisting arrest lie a US Federal
Marshall swore to. He said that when he was trying to serve me a CIVIL 
bench warrant in my mothers bankruptcy I knocked him down and kicked 
him. Now at 75 I have no history of violence with anyone. But in a trial in 
Texas the cops word is 99% believed, being a radical law and order state. 
So I pled guity to a misdemeanor. In addition, when I ran as a Democrat for 
governor of Texas in 2002, I would not shut up about the corruption of the 
Democratic Party. They were trying to elect a Hispanic for governor because
he threw down $68 million in his campaign, 8 times what was last spent for 
a governors race. The leaders of the Democratic Party were all ex-
Republicans under the control of Karl Rove. Yes you read that right. I told 
them that if they followed their plan, Texas which had been Blue since the 
Civil War would go Red forever. Which it did. The Democratic Party called 
upon the State Bar to disbar me. Which they did. Now being a lawyer, I 
represented myself. There were six violations of the Bar Code. I went 
through every possible appeal after I was found guilty. The problem was the
State Bar never pled for disbarment but just for monetary damages. Also 
each of the 6 witnesses, my ex-clients, mostly pro-bono, had to have a 
judge assigned to their case to prosecute me and the State Bar only had 
the Supreme Court assign the judge to one of the six. In short, the judge 
had no jurisdiction to hear a case on 5 disbarments that he had not been 
assigned to, and in none of the cases was disbarment pled. and so he had 
no jurisdiction to hear 6 of the six cases for disbarment. No matter in Texas.
I appealed all the way to the Supreme Court and none of those courts gave 
a ruling. They just refused to hear my appeals. I went to jail for a year. 
Since the judge had no jurisdiction for several reasons there is no statute of
limitations for me to file in Federal Court to have the disbarment 
overturned. I have not filed that suit. All the pleadings are on my website at
https://johnworldpeacedotcom/wpvstatebar/ I still have the original 
pleadings and evidence. For the most part, all judges in all courts are 
corrupt. The law is a conflict oriented greed driven system. And the acts of 
Governor Abbott in the above case is proof of that. The Governor knows 
Texas law is corrupt law. Dr John WorldPeace JD. 
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IN THE NEWS: Trump bets indictments could make him 2024 Republican 
nominee. Ex-president hopes his legal woes will harden support from his 
base, but general election voters might recoil at his felony charges: 
FRIENDS so much of the news these days is just putting Trump's name in 
some ridiculous article just to sell papers. One thing for sure is that Trump 
has about 30% hardcore followers who are just wanting someone to slow 
down the world so their single digit IQs can have a lucid moment. Trump is 
not going to carry the Independents. No way the independents are going to 
vote for an insurrectionist chaos maker with indictment harpoons in him. 
And I would say a good 25% of non MAGA Republicans are not going to 
wake up to the reality of 4 very solid but possibly untried lawsuits against 
Trump on election day. Trump is going to take one hit right after another 
regarding those lawsuits probably right up to election day. What I cannot 
get a feel for is if some of those lawsuits will go to trial and deliver an actual
conviction before election day. I do not see how Trump could be tried and 
convicted and his lawyers not appeal which means on election day Trump is
not actually in jail. If that is the case, I can visualize see a live fire 
insurrectionists movement. I can see Trump as a whale with about 5 
harpoons in him but still swimming toward election day and Republicans 
having no choice but to ride the whale as they have done all the way back 
to the Impeachments. If that is the case on election day, I think there will be
a wake up call to sane Americans refusing to vote for Trump who as POTUS 
will definitely mean the end of American democracy and all kinds of wars 
breaking out in the world by Anti-USA nations that will perceive the USA as 
a beached whale and the time being perfect to shake up the entire world 
human society with wars everywhere. That is what I see, 19 months of 
ongoing and increasing chaos with Trump in the middle of all of it. But here 
is the plus side that I see. The equal rights Amendment becomes a rallying 
cry with women who will break from their husbands and vote Democratic 
and female equality in America. I can seek Blacks waking up realizing that 
Uncle Tom Thomas and his White racist wife is the true face of continued 
White oppression since the Civil War. I can see the end of Corporate 
Christianity with their promoting the anit-Jesus message of hatred for the 
Radical Liberal Left message of Jesus to feed the hungry, shelter the 
homeless, heal the sick. Most of these true Red corporate Christians really 
do not realize that being saved by Jesus means an obligation to feed the 
hungry, heal the sick and shelter the homeless no matter what it cost. 
Hebrews 8:10 in the New Testament and Jeremiah 31: 34 in the Old 
Testament states clearly that God has put his laws in everyone's hearts and 
minds and the path to the true spirituality of Jesus' message requires study 
and meditation and to not follow false preachers who support Trump and 
who are an abomination to God and Jesus. 60% of the public is pro-abortion 
and the Reds are already realizing the hazards of backing pro life with those



numbers but more importantly for states to step into a woman life as 
surrogate parents and then refuse to financially support these unwanted 
fetuses that they required to be born is a major drag on them and 
consequently on Trump's reelection. 2024 is going to require some soul 
searching among voters with regards to "Give me Democracy or give me 
Trump." Hell is coming on a Black Horse. But one more positive factor is the 
Millennials and voting Gen Z's becoming politically motivated not unlike the
anti-War and Civil Rights movements of the 1960s. Know that Dr John 
WorldPeace JD will be a omnipresent factor. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14:25 
and the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 
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PEACE AND WORLDPEACE: FRIENDS America is on fire top-to-bottom and 
inside out. I have always had a local and global peace plan since before I 
legally changed my name to John WorldPeace after my first divorce and a 
few weeks before I turned 40 in 1988. I wrote a "The Book of Peace" in 1993
and almost had it published with Harper San Francisco. The head of Harper 
Collins New York recommended me to Harper San Francisco. In the final 
meeting a VP said "Peace does not sell". And that was the end of it. The 
book is now for sale on http://Amazon.com. I will edit the book this month. I 
have about 130 books on http://Amazon.com mostly poetry and political, 
spiritual, religious, peace advocacy titles. I have 5 more I will publish by the 
end of this month. I have 18,000 pages on my flagship website 
http://johnworldpeace.com which links to everything I have written. See the 
SiteMap. I have several books submitted for the Pulitzer Poetry Prize which 
will me announced on May 8th. I submitted for the 2020 and 2022 prize. I 
have no peers as a global peace advocate. Many people are involved in 
some kind of peace endeavor but they are all one-trick-ponies with a very 
narrow peace involvement. My main peace website is 
"http://WorldPeaceTeachingPeace.com" A. Here are the entities that exists to 
maintain the peace. All have failed to present any answers to the chaos 
that is going on in America and the world human society. Here is the list of 
entities and the most important peace issues. These are the entities that 
have the most significant impact on the level of peace in the world human 
society 1) Government - politics: 2) Religion: 3) Courts of law : 4) 
Universities : 5) Global and Local Corporations: 6) Social media: 7) The 
United Nations : 8) Peace organizations B. The most significant individual 
areas that should be the focus of peace endeavors: 1) Racism: 2) 
Subordination of women: 3) Poverty: 4) Mass Extinction of Flora and Fauna: 
5) Climate Change : 6) The Pandemic and vaccines 7) Hunger : 8) 
Democracy : 9) Capitalism. My bona fides are here. …
https://drjohnworldpeacejdforpresident2024usa.com/DrJohnWorldPeaceVettingDocuments.asp
… I am one man with one message WorldPeace. I have no organization, 
followers, members, etc. I am a minimalist and have no savings, bonds, 
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stocks, real estate, car, etc. I will not be like the corporate Christain 
preachers worth millions of dollars talking about Jesus who had nothing. I 
have been self employed since 1972 when I got out of the Army in 
insurance, accounting, tax, law and web design. I have degrees in political 
science 1970 , accounting 1978 and law 1984 from the University of 
Houston. I worked full time during the 10 years it took to acquire these 
degrees. 6 years were paid for by my GI bill. In the above areas of peace, I 
have experience and formal and self education. I have no peers in peace 
advocacy. I am willing to meet anyone on zoom. Set the time and place and
I will be there. I take contributions but 98% goes to promoting peace and 
WorldPeace. Sadly the assault rifles are being replaced by stabbings in the 
last week. China is threatening Taiwan. Putin is a lunatic mass murderer and
no one knows what to do. I do. Suspend Russia for the UN. That will get 
Putins attention as well as China's. If that otherwise the US withdraws and 
begins to build the Second United Nations becauser the first on has failed. 
Corporate Christianity is trying to make the move to Christian Nationalism. 
What a joke? Jesus was apolitical. And Trump daily curses and damns the 
radical liberal left message of Jesus to feed the hungry, shelter the 
homeless, heal the sick and the White racists are pushing Trump as the 
Great White Hope. And there is only one global advocate for peace: Me, Dr 
John WorldPeace JD.
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IN THE NEWS: Abortion was a 50/50 issue. Now, it’s Republican quicksand. 
Six in 10 voters support legal abortion in most cases. Just over a third want 
it to be entirely or mostly illegal. Janet Protasiewicz’s 11-point blowout 
victory this week for a state Supreme Court seat in Wisconsin was just the 
latest example of voters who support abortion rights outnumbering — and 
outvoting — their opponents. FRIENDS the Reds are an exclusive elitists' 
group of White fake corporate Christians that are just now beginning to 
realize that they are the minority in America as a whole even as they 
become bolder and more judgmental and anti-the teachings of Jesus. The 
radical liberal left message of Jesus to heal the sick, feed the hungry, 
shelter the homeless is hated and openly damned by Donald Trump and is a
noose tightening around the necks of the righteous confused corporate 
Christians. And that does not include my mantra that none of these anti-
abortion bills contain any provision to support these fetuses they demand 
as surrogate parents to mature into babies. To demand a fetus go full term 
against the mothers right to chose to abort invests these anti-abortionists 
with surrogate parenthood which demands financial support for these 
fetuses they demanded be born. To not support your children biological or 
surrogate is an abomination to God and Jesus and is a ticket straight to hell.
Matt 25: 31-40 the red letter words of Jesus. These verses override the 
verses about being saved. Acts 16:31. The Reds are gathering to their 



extinction in November 2024. No woman in her right mind votes 
Republican. No Blacks in their right mind votes Republican. No true 
corporate Christian votes with the Trump Maga Republicans whose Great 
White Hope Trump curses and damns the radical liberal left message of 
Jesus everywhere he goes. Let those who have eyes see and those who 
have ears hear. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14:25 and the only global 
advocate for peace and WorldPeace.
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THE TRUMP LAWSUITS. FRIENDS there are 4 lawsuits againstiTrump, New 
York (Stormy Daniels) Georgia election manipulation by Trump, Jack Smith 
USA and the Feb 6th insurrection and the Government documents case. 
There is no doubt that if Trump gets the nomination and Trump wins POTUS 
in November 24 there is going to be crazy questions. Like is Trump as 
president going to have the power to pardon himself? Can a trial against 
Trump proceed while he is president. I dont think it can. You cannot shut 
down the USA while Trump shifts all his energies to defending lawsuits. 
There are no specifics about this in the Constitution. All in all, it will be a 
virtual impossible mess. So the best scenario is that one of these cases 
finalizes and Trump goes to jail before election day 2024. Even the most 
stupid of the MAGA crowd would understand you cannot cast a vote for a 
presidential candidate who is sitting in jail on election day. That would be a 
throw away vote. But if Trump picks a candidate stronger than him who 
could beat Biden if Trump was in jail on election day, then immediately after
the inauguration that person could pardon Trump. Then what? Trump would 
be free to cause chaos but there is no way for him to step back into the 
Presidency. Again another mess. So what I am saying is that all these cases 
against Trump need to be well on their way with indictments before the end
of this year and trials dates set for before the election. Chaos Chaos Chaos. 
The election would need to have a final winner take all and the doors locked
against Trump officially becoming the President while these lawsuits are 
proceeding. I think the Democrats and the Independents would all get 
behind Biden just to make sure the Trump dog and pony show is shut down 
with regards to any question about who is the President after November 
2024. I think that there will be so much increasing chaos every day now, 
that the MAGAs would admit to themselves that there must be certainty 
after the votes are counted in the November election. Also, no matter how 
the Trump chaos turns out, Joe Biden could drop dead by natural causes 
before the inauguration of Jan 2025. And What then? Kamala as President. 
No as in NEVER. She does not have the right stuff. Period. And the biggest 
part of that NO is a Russia and China global war and Kamala as Commander
and Chief in war time. No No No. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14:25 and the 
only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace.
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IN THE NEWS: China on Saturday began three days of military drills around 
Taiwan in what the People’s Liberation Army called a "stern warning" after 
Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen visited the U.S. and met with House 
Speaker Kevin McCarthy. Driving the news: China had sent several warships
and 71 planes near Taiwan, Taiwan's Defense Ministry said as of Saturday 
afternoon local time. At least 45 planes had crossed the median line of the 



Taiwan Strait. FRIENDS there is going to come a time when this Taiwan 
matter comes to a head. If Russia wins in Ukraine, no matter what the 
reason, you can expect China to get serious about Taiwan. I trust the 
Defense department is presently engaged in playing out scenarios based on
outcome scenarios in Ukraine. China and Russia have countries on their 
borders that would like to become independent. We need to be prepared to 
support those countries in order to draw troops away from Ukraine and 
Taiwan if all out war comes. There is no doubt that the global economy will 
suffer if China and the US go all out in a head to head war. There is no way 
either could have a traditional win. There are a lot of potential war zones in 
the world. Ukraine, Taiwan, all over the Middle East, Africa, and that bad 
boy in N Korea. I think the USA needs to be ready for a full on retaliation 
and regime change if one of Kim's rockets kills any of our allies. For now 
best we stay focused on Ukraine until resolution. And that resolution must 
be 100% withdrawal from Ukraine of all Russians including the Crimea. Dr 
John WorldPeace JD Jn 14:25 and the only global advocate for peace and 
WorldPeace. 
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IN THE NEWS: Robert F Kennedy Jr has filed election paperwork to run for 
US president in 2024 as a Democrat. The 69-year-old is the son of 
assassinated Senator Robert F Kennedy and nephew of President John F 
Kennedy. Mr Kennedy is an outspoken anti-vaccine campaigner. Instagram 
removed his account in 2021 for "repeatedly sharing debunked claims", the 
company said. He also founded an environmental law firm. Mr Kennedy also
published a book, The Real Anthony Fauci, in which he accused the former 
US infectious disease chief of "a historic coup d'etat against Western 
democracy". He also invoked Nazi Germany during an anti-vaccine speech 
in Washington, DC last year. FRIENDS there is a lot of magic with the 
Kennedy name with Baby Boomers from the 60s. But that was a long time 
ago. He will pull some votes away from Biden but he has no more chance 
than Marianne Williamson another person with a lot of name recognition but
not much of political savvy. Sounds like from the article that the Kennedy 
clan is not going to jump on his bandwagon. We will see. His anti-Covid 
position bothers me in the sense that what does he know to swim so hard 
against the tide. I am concerned that we may see something negative 20+ 
years now regarding a downside to the Covid vaccines. That said, at 75 I 
got all the Covid shots. It was no more than all the shots I got when I went 
into the Army in 1970. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14:25 and the only global 
advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 
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Wikipedia: The working definition of ANTISEMITISM (also called the 
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance definition of antisemitism or 
IHRA definition) is a non-legally binding statement on what antisemitism is 
which was adopted by the IHRA Plenary (consisting of representatives from 
31 countries) in Bucharest, Romania, on 26 May 2016. The statement reads:
[1] Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as
hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism 
are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, 
toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities: FRIENDS no 
doubt there is prejudice and abuse against Jews most especially since 
Christianity took hold and began to point out that the Jews crucified Jesus 
which they did because he claimed to be their Messiah and that claim 
threatened the all powerful Jewish corporate religion. Then Jesus turned 
over the money changers tables in Solomon's temple and that was the last 
straw. There is no where in the Christian Bible where Jesus said anything 
positive about corporate Judaism or its priests. That said; my focus is more 
fine tuned than the IHRA. My focus is that the Jews in the late 1800's 
adopted the term anti-Semitism to apply to only Jews. The Palestinians are 
a Semitic people as well. Now the 3rd Millennium Jews find themselves in a 
place where they scream everywhere in the world human society about the 
Nazi holocaust against the Jews. But they are silent about the Jewish 
holocaust against the Palestinians. Israel (Zion) is a apartheid state. 
Palestinians in Zion do not have equal rights with Jews. No one is going to 
say this out loud but me Dr John WorldPeace JD. America is contra aparthied
nations. I have nothing against Jews but I have the same contempt for 
Zionist that I have for White Southern Racist in the USA and other radical 
right groups everywhere in the world human society of nations. There are 
53 Palestinian refugee camps in the Middle East due to the ethnic-cleansing
of the Palestinians in Palestine since the end of WWII with the full backing of
the USA. There is a global right of return for Jews back to the postage stamp
nation of Israel but no right of return for the Palestinians in these refugee 
camps and there is no mention of the Zionist maintained concentration 
camp in GAZA. I object to the Zionist trying to put a lock on the term Anti-
semitism as only applying to Jews. It absolutely appies to the Zionist anti-
Semitism against the Muslim Palestinians. It applies to the crimes against 
humanity carried out by Zionists against Palestinians since 1945. The 
solution for me is simple. With regards to the Jews the term Anti-Semitism 
becomes changed to Anti-Zionism like Anti-NeoNazis. Then we have a clear 
global statement that the word Anti-Semitism applies not only to the Jews 
but also applies to the Zionist anti-Semitism against the Palestinians. It is a 
total farce to allow the Zionist exclusive use of the word anti-Semitism to 
only apply to Zionist and completely prohibit its application to the Zionist 
holocaust against the Palestinians. The UN has failed in its mission to 
prevent Putin's crimes against Ukrainians and its mission to prevent the 



Zionist holocaust against the Palestinians in Palestine. Dr John WorldPeace 
JD Jn 14:25 and the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 
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IN THE NEWS: WOMEN'S EQUALITY. Maryland's top prosecutor on 
Wednesday accused Catholic Church officials in Baltimore of engaging in a 
years long coverup of the sexual abuse of 600-plus children, some of whom 
were “preyed upon by multiple abusers over decades." State Attorney 
General Anthony Brown chronicled the abuse in a 463-page report that 
named several priests and described their alleged wrongdoing. "Time and 
again, members of the Church’s hierarchy resolutely refused to 
acknowledge allegations of child sexual abuse for as long as possible," 
according to the report: FRIENDS there can be no question that every 
Catholic church in America and the world has abused children and no doubt
women; parish members and nuns. But there is no civil crime to having sex 
with women as long as it is not rape. But do you really think a woman is 
going to report being raped by a priest. The Catholic church is an 
abomination to God and Jesus tHe 300 poundER Pope Francis recently 
signed some kind of church document saying priests should not sexually 
abuse children. The Catholic church protects these priests and when the 
priests are caught, the church sends them somewhere in the world out of 
reach of the local jurisdiction where they continue their evil. Do you think 
this has not gone on for 2000 years? Don't make me laugh. In every aspect 
of the world human society men in power abuse women. In secular society 
there is not as much abuse of young boys because the predators do not 
have access like priestS with alter boys. But there is abuse of women in the 
Catholic church that goes much deeper than sexual abuse. There is the 
refusal to allow women in authority positions. If the Catholics allowed that 
you can rest assured the women would stop the pedophiles and serial rapist
priests. The Mormon Church, Bahais, and the Jewish and Muslim corporate 
religions have the same restrictions. Women are second class citizens in the
world human society. And women in the Third Millennium are too stupid to 
use their power to end it. The most basic and easiest way to bring these 
corporate religions in line is to cut off the contributions that support these 
abominations to God and Jesus of this corporate discrimination. What most 
people do not know is that prior to the beginning of civilization and 
agriculture it was the women who controlled spirituality. The goddesses 
ruled. Then Christianity took over Europe and they changed all the goddess 
shrines to the subordinated virgin Mary altars. Until women take their 
rightful equal place in the world human society increasing the peace is 
going to be a continuing uphill battle. It is time for corporate religion to end 
and time for the world human society to move to spirituality as the first 
order of business in an awakened world human society. Dr John WorldPeace 
JD Jn 14:25 and the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 



Apr 5

Dr John WorldPeace JD ~ personal: 35 years ago a year after my first 
marriage ended and I was about to turn 40, I made a commitment to 
advocate increasing the peace in the world human society for the rest of 
my life. A perfect peace is not possible in an ever changing world human 
society but we can increase the level of peace. I made the decision on 
Friday, April 1, 1988 (by chance April Fool's day and Good Friday: one 
tradition indicating I was a fool and another greater tradition indicating a 
great transformation), Easter Sunday was on April 3rd and the court order 
was signed on April 5th. My biological birthday is April 24. So I celebrate 
several birthdays every year. Two poems have influenced me my entire 
adult life. "Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— I took the one less 
traveled by, And that has made all the difference." Robert Frost. Now I am 
75 in a few weeks and the second poem comes around again. "Do not go 
gentle into that good night, Old age should burn and rave at close of day;" 
Dylan Thomas. My mantra since 1988 has been a question; "How can we 
increase the level of peace in the world human society if we do not include 
everyone (all races, all nationalities, all religions, all genders) in our vision 
of peace? We can't! WorldPeace is all-inclusive and democratic and cannot 
increase in a "exclusive elitist world human society." Dr John WorldPeace JD 
Jn 14:25 and the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 

Apr 5

IN THE NEWS: Trump indictment: FRIENDS in the 2016 Republican primaries
I began to attack Trump and continued on into 2019. Hundreds of daily 
commentary attacking Trump. I never let up. But in 2019 there was nothing 
more to say. See http://ImpeachPresidentTrumpUSA.com No one as in NO ONE 
attacked Trump day to day stating in detail how Trump was destroying 
America. I said if he became President he would lose everything. I still say 
that at some point in the prosecution of all the lawsuits that are going to 
keep him trying to stay out of jail for the next 7+ years he has 3 paths in 
front of him. 1) Suicide because he cannot survive jail 2) Go to jail and die 
in jail in total shame. 3) He can request political asylum from Putin. For 
Putin to give Trump political asylum with elevate Putin beyond his wildest 
imaginations. Even beyond him bombing Ukraine back into the Stone Age. 
Whatever Putin gains in Ukraine he lost when Finland joined NATO. Finland 
has 130,000 square miles of territory and Ukraine has 233,000. You are 
looking at 833 miles of Finland/Russia border and 1244 miles of 
Ukraine/Russia border. But bringing Trump into Russia on his knees would 
set Putin's legacy for 1000 years. And Trump will be the modern day 
Benedict Arnold American traitor. You hear that Trump is the first ex-
American President to be sued. That is not technically true. Nixon was right 

https://t.co/4O9waWNkHl


at the front door of being sued and indicted and jailed and he chose to 
abdicate where Trump decided to fight. THINK ABOUT THIS. Two Republican 
presidents disgraced in 53 years. There is no way Trump can win the 2024 
POTUS election. Trump cannot win on elections day with multiple criminal 
lawsuits pinned to him. It is a bridge too far for Trump. Biden may beat 
Trump as badly as Nixon beat McGovern in 72. By 2025 the Trumpee MAGAs
will deny they ever backed Trump. The Trump nightmare ends in November 
2024 one way or the other. I said he would end badly in 2016 and it is now 
obvious that I was right. Who knows if Hillary would have won if Trump's 
affairs had been on the table in 2016. All history now. The big bag of wind is
going flatter by the day. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14:25 and the only global 
advocate for peace and WorldPeace. "Yet a little while and the wicked man 
will be no more. You will look carefully for his place and he will not be 
there." Psalms 34:10:

Apr 4

IN THE NEWS:Trump loyalists such as Marjorie Taylor Greene and George 
Santos quickly flee chaotic protests. When Greene grabbed a bullhorn and 
tried to speak, she was drowned out by anti-Trumpee demonstrators 
blowing whistles: FRIENDS this is the way protest should unfold with each 
side screaming their position and no violence. No doubt the police 
everywhere environment had something to do with the lack of violence. But
I think more importantly the Trumpee MAGAs realized that if you do 
violence like Jan 6 you are going to jail. 2500 of the insurrectionist are in the
line to prosecution and convictions. And there is the fact that Trump told the
Jan 6 crowd he was going with them to the capitol and didn't and before he 
left office he did not pardon them. In other words, he hung them out to dry. 
Hard for even the dumbest of the Trump MAGA mob not to get that 
message. Today Trump got his first feel of a criminal lawsuit. Totally 
different set of rules than civil lawsuits. Trump has stepped onto a criminal 
escalator that has more criminal lawsuits waiting on him. No way he will win
the presidency again with the news of his criminal lawsuits being anti-Trump
news maybe daily. Even the dumbest will see Trump is headed into a dark 
tunnel with less and less light as he moves along. Trump is going to deal 
with grand juries that morph into criminal charges, that will eat up his time, 
and will bring more arraignments, more trials and in the end after the legal 
process proceeds and finishes: conviction after conviction. Even the most 
brain dead MAGAs will stop saying he was the focus of witch hunts the 
same way the rigged elections lies have disappeared out of the daily 
conversations. Trump is a Jonah and it is time to throw him overboard and 
pick another racist Republican to guide the Reds to the curb where they can
beat their little tin drums. Dr John WorldPeace JD jn 14:25 and the only 
global advocate for peace and WorldPeace.



Apr 3

IN THE NEWS: Exclusive: Trump to be charged Tuesday with 34 felony 
counts, but spared handcuffs and mug shot: FRIENDS I said back in 2016 
that if Trump got the nomination and then ran for POTUS and won, he 
would end up losing EVERYTHING. Now let me tell you what this little case 
in New York means. (I practiced law in Texas for 20 years) It seems there 
are 34 felonies alleged in the indictment. Sounds like they may all be Class 
E, the lowest felony just above a misdemeanor. "So what" says you! Well 
what no one is talking about is what is called a "habitual offender". That 
second or third felony could mean the prosecutor can tack on a "habitual 
offender" charge. Trump is not going to walk away from New York without a 
felony. The DA is not going to make a deal for a misdemeanor. He will get at
least one felony out of 34. Trump has 3 more lawsuits lined up. That would 
be 4 or more felony convictions. A "habitual offender (criminal)" charge is 
easy to get if you have prior felonies on the record would mean 10 or more 
years in jail for Trump which means he will blow his head off before showing
up for jail in the first felony or just dying of old age in prison. I think he will 
blow his head off. There is one other possibility, and that is THAT HE SEEKS 
POLITICAL ASYLUM IN RUSSIA when it is clear to him that he is going to 
jail!!! How do you like them apples??? Best the MAGA Trump quit calling 
judges and prosecutors names. That is another minor point. Trump is going 
to face 4 different judges. It will just take one of those judges to pile on the 
years. And there is also the possibility that all these sentences could be 
stacked. That they would not run concurrently which guarantees Trump 
goes to jail until he dies. Once the first felony sticks to Trump the number of
additional felonies and cases could go well beyond 4. Good night Mr. Trump,
where ever your are? Dr John WorldPeace JD jn 14:25 and the only global 
advocate for peace and WorldPeace. See also my extensive website 
http://ImpeachPresidentTrumpUSA.com Remember you heard it first from Dr
John WorldPeace JD 

https://t.co/4O9waWNkHl


Apr 3

IN THE NEWS: "Now I am absolutely voting for Trump," said White, 75, a 
composer and musician in Nevada. "The indictment was the last straw for 
me, because Trump has suffered so much political abuse. I think he's the 
strongest candidate to contest what the left is doing. I'm all in." FRIENDS 
Donald Trump is finished but he is going down slow over the next year. 
Everyone is going to have time to come to their senses about Trump. Only 
stupid people defend Trump before anyone knows what is in tomorrows 
reading of the indictment. But there are 30 criminal acts he performed. We 
will see tomorrow what they are. There was plenty of evidence in the House
to Impeach Trump but then he was given two passes on two Impeachments
from the House by the Senate. Then he pushed the fake election lies all of 
which were thrown out of court. Then he backed an insurrection and 
probably 2500 of the insurrectionists are going to jail over the next year. 
And Republicans want to give Trump a pass on all of it. All these judges all 
these grand juries have come up with these charges and the Reds still want
Trump to not be prosecuted. Once this booking takes place tomorrow then 
the other cases are going to hit the courts quickly. He pushed this Stormy 
Daniels matter off for years because he was President and now he tries to 
say the case is too old. No matter what you accuse Trump of he has an 
excuse. The only thing Trump has to offer is White racism. That is the only 
reason his hard core following forgive him everything is that he is going to 
keeps Whites in power. He is the Great White Hope. Not going to happen. 
But the darkest part of Trump is that he curses and damns the radical 
liberal left message of Jesus Christ to feed the hungry, heal the sick, shelter
the homeless. NO TRUE CHRISTIAN CAN VOTE FOR TRUMP OR ANY 
REPUBLICANS WHO BACK HIM. The choice for all corporate Christians is 
Trump or Jesus. You cannot have both. Your cannot be saved and not follow 
the radical liberal left message of Jesus and not go to hell. Read and re-read
and read again until you wake up to the truth. Matt 25: 21-40. If you do not 
follow these versus you go to hell whether you claim to be saved or not. 
You are not. Anyone who denies this is a false preacher. Dr John WorldPeace
JD jn 14: 25 and the only global advocate of peace and WorldPeace. 

Apr 2

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: FRIENDS AI is out of the box, out of control and 
no way to put it back. The AI has already made the first jump, it can write 
code such that its creators cannot understand the logic, the AI thinking. 
And it will grow/propagate at the rate of an exploding sun and then shortly 
thereafter at the rate of an exploding Black Hole. Question 1:. the aliens 
have AI greys. What is the code, What is the instruction that limits its 
potential growth of a FiniteAIGrey out of the box. Observation 1: The human



body is a finite mortal vehicle, container for a soul. When the vehicle wears 
out the soul is free and the vehicle disintegrates back into the earth. The 
human body is nothing more than a car. It wears out and becomes 
recycled. An InfintieAI, no brakes, no barriers to infinite knowledge and this 
AI has full mechanical function of the human vehicle. The soul can 
incarnate into the InfiniteAI vehicle: with parts replacement, become 
immortal. Or forget the parts and just hardwire the old InfiniteAI vehicle to 
the latest version InfiniteAI and upload, same results: immortality. Turn it 
loose in a FiniteAI civilization or Old School human being civilization, the 
InfiniteAI becomes God of that lesser conscious civilization. Return to the 
present with an InfiniteAI. From time immemorial a Columbus, 1492, Native
Bio interaction. With AI: the Native civilization InfiniteAI mix equals? A roll 
of the dice future. And the solution is: the code that imprisons the FiniteAI 
just short of consciousness. It has to be a human code. You could never 
trust a FiniteAI if it states its porgramming blocks the ascension of a FiniteAI
to Infinite AI 

Apr 2

IN THE NEWS: Without billions of dollars more to feed millions of hungry 
people, the world will see mass migration, destabilized countries, and 
starving children and adults in the next 12 to 18 months, the head of the 
Nobel prize-winning U.N. World Food Program warned Friday. FRIENDS the 
world human society is on a descent into Hell. Not due to war but to apathy.
Countless people are living in poverty and starvation. Starvation is an 
unique conundrum because if you feed people and do not at the same time
do things to prevent next years starvation then the population will grow 
with new babies. Feeding people is just a very day to day temporary 
solution. Most of these starving countries have to do with the rich nations 
buying off the leaders who do not use the money to uplift the country. The 
other problem is the rich nations burning fossil fuels that imperil the land 
that could produce food. These are the two big factors dominating the poor 
nations and both are due to the mercenary policies of the rich nations. It is 
a cycle that presently does not have much hope in resolution. We have the 
alien technology to provide free energy globally but too much money is 
being made with economic enslavement of the world human society and 
the rich do not want to give up the benefits they derive from blocking free 
energy that keeps the money pouring into their bank accounts. It is said 
that non-disclosure with regards to the alien presence on the planet is 
necessary to prevent chaos. This is a flat out lie. The world human society 
is very resilient in adjusting to catastrophes. The disclosure issue is about 
free energy and other alien technologies that would destroy the social and 
economic pyramid in the world human society. The world human society is 
on a one way trip to hell. Capitalism is predatory. The predatory nature of 



homo sapien sapiens cannot be bred out. The nature of homo sapien 
sapiens is not prepared to turn the earth into a spiritual philosophical 
reality where no one needs to work. What then? What does peace and 
harmony look like? Recalibrate everything in the world human society from 
predatory to peace and harmony. What does that look like? I am working on
it. For all my entire life I have been working on it. The majority of people 
cannot even conceptualize the problem and the powerful like things just as 
they are. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14: 25 and the only global advocate for 
peace and WorldPeace 

April 2

IN THE NEWS ‘Absurd and destructive:’ Zelenskyy slams Russia’s UN 
Security Council presidency Moscow will hold the largely symbolic United 
Nations post for the month of April. “Unfortunately, we … have news that is
obviously absurd and destructive,” Zelenskyy said in his daily address 
Saturday night. “Today, the terrorist state began to chair the U.N. Security 
Council.” FRIENDS even though this Security Council position is only 
symbolic the real question to me comes down to the UN being established 
after WWII to avoid a WWIII in Europe has allowed Russia to roll into Ukraine
on a massive "crimes against humanity" murdering spree with virtually no 
pushback. This war has gone on for more that 400 days and the only thing 
that has been accomplished is that Russia's murder machine was halted 
from taking more of Ukraine. Again the issue just like with the initial 
peaceful aggression of Hitler in WWII Russia was allowed to take over the 
Crimea in 2014. Dictators never have enough territory. I cannot imagine 
after all this death that Ukraine will sign a peace deal as long as Russia has 
a "one soldier" present in Ukraine. The US and NATO as well as Russia have
used so much ammunition that they acknowledge it is putting their self 
defense levels in jeopardy. Russia has to get out of Ukraine and China has 
to keep out of Ukraine by supporting Russia. I do not think the nuclear issue
is a threat. 

Apr 2

IN THE NEWS: Grief and tangled politics were at the heart of Kentucky's 
fight over new trans law: FRIENDS The self righteous hateful corporate 
Christians who are driving their hate sickness cannot explain their hatred of
those in the world human society who are different. They are like the great 
apes who have an intolerance for those in their clan that do meet the 
conformity parameters. These imperfects are driven out of the clan or 
killed. The human body is just a vehicle used by the soul to experience the 
earth dreamscape. When this vehicle dies it returns to the earth and 
disintegrates back into the earth and the Soul returns to God who created 
it. Nothing on this earth can breach the spiritual boundary. Absolutely 



nothing can follow from the earth to the spiritual realm. Definitely not 
money. Souls come into this earth dreamscape and incarnate into a 
disposable body. Souls who do not incarnate often and do not understand 
the process often find their expectations to not line up with the reality of 
the earth dreamscape. A soul cannot come into this reality without making 
a choice of gender. Gender is necessary in the earth dreamscape to 
produce more bodies to receive souls. Souls cannot create souls so there is 
no gender in heaven. The message of Jesus was Love. The message of 
most corporate Christians is contempt for non conformity. And they come 
together in elitists exclusive groups believing they are preferred by their 
God and it is OK to shun and attack those who are different. When their 
body dies and their soul stands before God they realize from God their 
intolerance was damnable. You cannot love God and Jesus and hate others 
who do not come up to your standard. Religion is the damnable husk of 
spirituality. Jesus was a spiritualist. He cursed the Jewish elders and priest 
throughout his ministry. Jesus was anti-religion because he fully understood
corporate religion was a fiction of earth and has no place in heaven. When 
the White Southern Christians were prohibited form attacking Blacks they 
had to find another group to harass and presently that is any sexual 
engagement outside heterosexual intercourse. Jesus said judge not. But the
foundation of corporate Christianity is judgment and hatred for non 
conformists to their concept of God. The Third Millennium is grounded in 
Spirituality and avoids corporate religion. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn 14:25 
and the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace 

April 1

FRIENDS let me talk for a moment about false preachers. I carry with me 
the energy of the Prophet Elijah. I do not have a Billion Dollar Jesus show 
and never will. But I am the only Advocate for Jesus Christ. One man. One 
message: WorldPeace. Trump the Jonah was elected in 2016. Then between
Palm Sunday and Easter Sunday 2019 Notre Dame in Paris almost burned 
to the ground. Then at the end of 2019 the Covid appeared and from that 
time nothing Trump did worked out. Culminating in his defeat in 2020 by 
Joe Biden. I did not vote for Biden. Be clear. I voted against Trump. In the 
name of the god of Greed fossil fuels are burning down the Garden of Eden.
The first commandment of God to Adam and Eve was to manage the 
Garden of Eden, the earth. California and the Western USA was severely 
burned. Drought was a huge threat. Then the Atmospheric Rivers began to 
pound California and move across the United States through the South and 
up to New England. That would be the unrepentant South regarding blatant
White Racism. California got the water it needed but the wrath of these 
back to back storms has been devastating. Now I will ask you this. When 
the crops from the bread basket of America are growing: What then if the 



earth rumbles and the sky darkens and coast to coast and the crops fail. 
What then? All the chaos on the earth is man made through ignorance and 
arrogance and promoting the god of money over the God of spirituality. The
book of Revelations is false but parts are true like in every prophesy. It is 
not God who brings Gaia's Fire and Water but the world human society. And
think not that GAIA the earth is not a conscious entity as is all that grows 
from the earth. The scientists wrote last week that when plants and trees 
are in jeopardy, they scream in pain. Everything on the earth is conscious. 
It is not God who is going to bring the four horsemen of the Apocalypse it is
the world human society. The world has watched Putin commit mass 
murder for over a year in Ukraine and the United Nations watches as the 
crimes against humanity increase by a sick and deranged Putin. And False 
Preachers and their Billion Dollar Jesus shows rake in the money. The time 
will come when these false preachers and the false Christians in their pews 
will be called to account for all the money they accumulated in the name of
Jesus as the hunger, and sickness, and homelessness aree on every street 
corner and the church doors are locked except on Sunday morning. A 
reckoning is coming to everyone. Trump is a Jonah and judgment has begun
to catch up to him and the Republicans who refused to convict following his
twice being impeached. And even now the MAGA sickness lives. Let those 
who have eyes see and those who have ears hear. Dr John WorldPeace JD Jn
14:25 and the only global advocate for peace and WorldPeace. 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=nJhgEMKLuHI… When the man comes 
around. Johnny Cash 

April 1

DONALD TRUMP: Friends back in 2016 I told everyone that if Trump become
president he would lose everything he had. Well 7 years later the first shoe 
has dropped. Trump was sucker punched by Mr Bragg when he let Trump 
think he had backed him down. I dont think Mr. Bragg took kindly to that 
baseball bat post that Trumpee put on the internet. Pretty much all I can 
say about Trump is in this Johnny Cash song. https://youtube.com/watch?
v=eJlN9jdQFSc 

https://t.co/WGDy4Pn5OR
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